Brown Family Endowed Collection in Italian Studies in Memory of Marc S. Brown

The Microtek ScanMaker 9800XL scanner is used by Special Collections department staff to create digital images from the department’s rare holdings in numerous areas, principal among them, Italian studies. These digital images serve a variety of uses. Many are requested by Notre Dame faculty for use in their classroom to enhance their teaching and research. Some are requested by scholars at Notre Dame and other universities for use in their published articles and books.

Special Collections also has several active programs to scan entire collections of rare materials in order to display them on the world wide web. The department’s digital collections (http://www.library.nd.edu/rarebooks/digital_projects/index.shtml) include scans of manuscripts from the American Civil War as well as rare holdings of stamps and colonial American coins. Future projects include the scanning of Notre Dame’s valuable independence movements. These projects will allow researchers from around the world to access Notre Dame’s unique resources while at the same time protecting and preserving these materials for years to come.

The University Libraries are grateful to the Brown Endowment for its enablement of the above initiatives, now and in perpetuity.